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? Greenhouse gases from fossil fuels :
Forecast 
Models




? Extremely dependant on fossil fuels
Conclusions
- Oil reserves
? Price of energy
? One of the multiple solutions :  Use of the Wind Energy ! 
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Problematic of wind energy
Introduction









? As you know 
- if the wind speed drops :  Production also drops
If h i i d Th i d i
Evaluation
Results
-  t ere s no w n  : ere s no pro uct on
? But, if the wind speed is too high : Production stops
Conclusions
Production (in kWh) of 5 wind turbines near Amel in Belgium on 
September 2010
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Problematic of wind energy
Introduction
?Therefore, we must :
f h d d
Problematic of 
wind energy
? orecast t e win  spee
? Minimum one day in advance
? Every 15 minutes
Forecast 
Models
to use efficiently the wind power
Evaluation
Results ?Who are the users of the wind forecasts ?
Conclusions ? Managers of electric grids
b l h d i d i f l i i? To a ance t e pro uct on an  consumpt on o  e ectr c ty
? Producer / Provider of electricity    




?GFS (Global Forecast System):
l b l l l d l
Problematic of 
wind energy
? G o a  Meteoro ogica  Mo e
? Available over the world
? Resolution outputs : 0.5° and 3h
Forecast 
Models
    
? Outputs are provided by the NOAA
? We can’t change the parameters of the model
Evaluation
Results
?WRF (Weather Research Forecast model) :
Conclusions
? Regional model forced by GFS
? Centred over Belgium (defined by the user) 
? Resolution (defined by the user) : 4 km and 15 min          
? Original code is provided by the NCAR/NCEP
? Open Source code








? ~20min to o tain orecasts at +24
GFS outputs
Tunings to adjust the wind 
forecasts
+










every 15 min Wind power production 
f t
Conclusions ? Tunings depend on :
orecas s
   
? Roughness roses
- According to roughness of the terrain
? Air density 





h b f h
Problematic of 
wind energy












Few tunings to adjust the wind 
forecasts
+




? Slightly reduce the wind speed
speed into electric production 
? Not use of roughness rose








?Four evaluation indexes :
Problematic of 
wind energy ? RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) :
Forecast 
Models
? ² ( ffi i f d i i )
Evaluation
Results
r coe c ent o  eterm nat on :
Conclusions ? PC (Percentage)













? WRF has better forecasts
? Except for PC
? WRF has better forecasts when the production is high
? Indicated by the PC60   
? The high production events are more important
















Conclusions ? June to September
(kWh)
















Example of GFS and WRF forecasts (kWh) 



















Example of GFS and WRF forecasts (kWh) 







? Some remarkable periods are not modelled 
neither by WRF nor by GFS
? The pass of a cold front or a convective zone
Forecast 
Models









Example of GFS and WRF forecasts (kWh) 
compared to observations (kWh) for May
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Example of GFS and WRF forecasts (kWh) 
compared to observations (kWh) for May




? Interests of using WRF :
Problematic of 
wind energy
? Outputs are available in a resolution of 4km and 15 min
? Decrease the errors created by the spatial and temporal interpolation
? Production peaks are successfully forecasted
Forecast 
Models
   
? High production events are more important for the users of these forecasts
? Influences of the topography are integrated in the WRF calculation
Evaluation
Results
? Roughness rose is not needed
? Configurable as we wish
? We are not dependant on an other meteorological organism
Conclusions ? Disadvantage of WRF
? Forced by GFS
? If the GFS forecasts are wrong ? the WRF forecasts will also be wrong
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Thanks for your 
attention
